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John Wiley and Sons Ltd, United States, 2002. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. FROM GRANTMAKER TO LEADER The past one hundred years has borne witness to an
extraordinary revolution in the constitution and activities of philanthropic foundations. The
evolution of the governance of foundations-from founder to family to professionals to institutions-
has necessarily altered the role that foundations play within a society. As community foundations,
for example, strengthen the essential communal fabric and help all organizations gain a financial
foothold, they find themselves at times in conflict with commercial gift funds, whose transactional
nature between the donor and the organization stimulates philanthropy in a wholly different
fashion. From Grantmaker to Leader: Emerging Strategies for 21st Century Foundations takes stock
of this shifting landscape, presenting bold leadership strategies for directing philanthropic
organizations into the unchartered waters of the future. Seasoned foundation executives Frank
Ellsworth and Joseph Lumarda assemble an all-star roster of insider contributors, dividing their
trenchant study into three sections. From Carnegie to Gates: The Changing Faces and Needs of
Philanthropy examines the history of family and community foundations and how the turmoil of
the New Economy will affect these organizations in the future. Section Two, The...
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Absolutely essential study book. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this ebook to understand.
-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer

This publication could be worth a read through, and far better than other. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a worth reading through.
You may like just how the author compose this publication.
-- Dr . K a yley K ova cek PhD-- Dr . K a yley K ova cek PhD
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